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Release 7.2 Highlights
Some features and enhancements discussed in these release notes may require additional license
and maintenance fees and/or professional service fees to enable them. Please contact your sales
representative for more information.
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A.I. Forecasting
The AI Forecasting add-on for CXone Workforce Management (WFM) Enterprise is a purchasable
module that contains additional forecast models, including Box-Jenkins ARIMA, Exponential Smoothing,
Multilinear Seasonal Regression, and Best Pick.
1. Box-Jenkins ARIMA: The methodology does not make assumptions about any particular pattern
within the historical data; instead, it iterates to identify patterns and incorporate them into the
model. The chosen model—based on past values, past errors or a combination of both—is then
checked against the actual historical data to see whether it accurately describes the history. If the
model does not fit well, the process is automatically repeated until the most accurate model is
found.
2. Exponential Smoothing: Exponential Smoothing uses the average of historical data with
exponentially decreasing multipliers. In its seasonal version, the Exponential Smoothing model uses
three related equations for level, trend, and seasonality as the basis for a forecast. CXONEWFM 7.0
includes single, double and triple Exponential Smoothing with nine different configurations:
Multiplicative, Additive, and No Seasonality together with Linear, Damped, and No Trend.
3. Multilinear Seasonal Regression: Multilinear Seasonal Regression model uses indicator variables in
a multiple linear regression model to analyze seasonal effects. The indicator variables have two
possible values, 0 or 1, depending upon whether the interval to which the variable applies is within
the season that the variable indicates. Multilinear Seasonal Regression treats seasonal effects as
additive rather than multiplicative.
4. Best Pick Model: Best Pick uses the forecast generation to automatically generate and compare the
output of all three models to identify the one that most closely matches historical data through a
back-casting validation to find the minimum residual. If this method used, it avoids the iterative
process of manually generating and reviewing the output of different models to find the best one to
use.
These new models may be used with most of the existing automatic forecast adjustment factors,
such as including extreme values, week of month seasonal cycles, and week of year seasonal cycles.
Forecasting requires that past historical data be collected and analyzed. Many factors, including (but
not limited to) competitive activity, billing processes, weather, holidays, customer demographics,
marketing activities and the inherent nature of the business, can affect the reliability and accuracy
of a forecast and how it would typically be distributed across a day, week, or month.
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CSV Exports
Users can now export most CXone WFM Enterprise reports to CSV format for further manipulation of
data and analysis outside of the platform.

CSV Exports for Reports
The CSV report type has been added to these reports: ACD Assignment, Adherence, Agent Detail, Agent
Move History, Analysis, Conformance, Conformance by Interval, Daily Time Off, Future Activities,
Intraday, Measurements, Performance Analysis, Queue Utilization, Results, Scheduled Hours, Time
Utilization, WebStation.
The report does not print total or average rows nor Report Parameters section. If you are viewing CSV
reports using Microsoft Excel, some report columns may show time data with an extra “:00” on the end
or date and time columns using military time. The default report type is PDF, or the last report type you
selected, if your web browser has cookies enabled. Reporting Groups and Agents are generated from
ACD Assignment report, CXONE WFM Supervisor WebStation displays the (Reports>Generate) page for
the report. In the Report by field, select to generate the ACD Assignment report by Agent, Agent data,
MU, or MU set. The default selection is Agent.
If you select Agent, you can generate the report for one or more selected agents assigned to the
selected agent data group and value, MU, or MU Set. The default selection is your preferred MU or MU
Set, based on the preferred entity you defined in the Data Preferences page. If you select an agent data
group and value, and there are no agents assigned the selected agent data value, the report prints the
headings with no data.
If you select Agent data, you can generate the report for the agents assigned to one or more selected
agent data values for the selected MU or MU Set. If you select MU, you can generate the report for all
agents assigned to the MU.
If you select MU set, you can generate the report for all agents assigned to MUs within the MU Set.
Report Parameters You can select these report parameters when generating an ACD Assignment report:
Note You can enter a note for the report you are generating. The note appears in the “NOTE” column in
the list of generated reports located on the Reports>View - Data Reports page, and it also appears in the
header of the generated report. The note can contain up to 255 characters. The Note field is not
available if you selected the CSV report type.
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GDPR Compliance Ready
The EU has introduced a standard for strengthening and unifying data protection requirements for
individuals in the EU and for personal data export. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was
designed to protect and empower all EU citizens data privacy. It applies to the processing of personal data.
CXone WFM Enterprise in now GDPR compliant. Beginning with CXone WFM R7.2, the GDPR Compliance
Ready feature is available to enable advanced security options on the CXone WFM database. GDPR directly
address personal data for individuals which consist of name, a photo, an email address, bank details, posts
on social networking websites, medical information, IP address. Any information related to a natural
person or ‘Data Subject’, that can be used to directly or indirectly identify the person.
A GDPR compliance option is now available for WFM Enterprise. This feature limits the collection and
storage of personal data in accordance with the GDPR standard. The GDPR standard includes provisions
for security considerations, data minimization, data deletion, consent management, breach notification,
and more.
Beginning with NICEInContact WFM Enterprise 7.2, these changes help customers comply with the GDPR
mandates. When GDPR is turned on the following data points are encompassed.


First Names are changed to UUID



Last Names are changed to user role (Supervisor or Agent)



Login ID are changed to deleted



Emails are changed to deleted



External ID are changed to deleted



Pop up will be shown in RCP saying “All User personal information will be deleted in 7 days”



Logs will indicate user deletion (based on users UUID)

If the GDPR Compliance Ready feature is disabled, flat files and process reports created during
forecasting, scheduling, meeting scheduler, and award bids can include agent personal information. If
the GDPR Compliance Ready feature is enabled, the flat files and process reports are deleted after 6
days (default value).
If the GDPR Compliance Ready feature is enabled, deleting an agent or user now deletes the agent or user
personal data in 14 days, instead of 7. Any personal information for the agent or user no longer appears in
the WFM system after the 14 days.
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RCP Export to Spreadsheet Enhancement
Updated the Export to Spreadsheet functionality in the RCP (where it exists) with the ability to download
the exported data to a .xls, .xlsx, or .csv file based on your Spreadsheet format on the Home > User
Preferences > General Preferences page.
 If the Spreadsheet format is XLS or XLSX, and you have Microsoft Excel installed, the data

displays in the Microsoft Excel application.
 If the Spreadsheet format is XLS or XLSX, and you do not have Microsoft Excel installed, you
save


the .xls or .xlsx file.

 If the Spreadsheet format is CSV, you save the .csv file.
Updates to Preferences Dialog
The Spreadsheet format field in General Preferences has been updated to add the CSV option.
When this option is selected and you click Export to Spreadsheet on a view in the RCP, you enter a
location to save the data to a .csv file.
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